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Medicare at a Crossroad

• What do Canadians want?

• What is the underlying problem?

– What is the cure?

• What will provinces do after Chaoulli?

• What should provinces do?

• What should the feds do?

• Annex: Private Insurance
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What do Canadians Want?
(2002, random selection, one day dialogues)

• Romanow dialogue

– Universality – everyone included

– Equity – individual access, based on need

– Solidarity – we all contribute, take what we need

– Fairness – pay based on means

– Quality – timely and responsive

– Wellness -- prevention is key

– Efficiency – sound management, responsible behaviour

– Accountability –how we use or affect HC
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Views on 2-tier System

• Majority strongly opposed – based on knowledge of 
other countries

• Minority strongly in favour – higher income (polls show 
this is still a minority)

• Have views shifted since 2002?
– Is care worse?  Are Canadians more impatient?

• Meanwhile, there are many more private options – esp
for diagnostics (CLSC example)
– People pay out-of-pocket or via employer; no private 

insurance
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Underlying Problem?

• Escalating costs – crowding out other 

priorities.  (Not today’s issue.)

• Long waiting times:

– We ration supply because there is no capacity to 

ration demand

– E.g. orthopedic surgeons get one operating day a 

week, so people have to wait.
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What is the Cure?

• Briefly stated: Supply-chain management, including
– Common information systems, 

– Single assessment standards,

– Case management for each patient.

• Requires 
– Significant consultation and collaboration, ability to work in 

a common framework,

– Investment in information systems, and

– Sometimes, increased capacity e.g. more 
nurses/docs/operating rooms.
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What Will the Provinces Do?

Quebec to move first – face 1yr deadline

a) Allow doctors to practice for public and private 
payment?

b) Permit private insurance market to develop?  Not 
easy to do.  See Annex.

c) Introduce “autonomy” insurance? 

-- Overcoming inter-generational  transfer: by personal 

savings accounts to finance future home care and long-

term needs. (Menard, Clair)  To be managed by the 

Régie des rentes.
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What Should Provinces Do?

• Press ahead with supply chain management to 

manage wait lists:

– Montreal already ahead of country in managing 

cancer treatment wait times

– Learn from other provinces re cardiac, diabetes, hip 

and knee joints, etc.

– Accelerate shift to primary care teams

• By investing in EHR and physician transition costs
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What  Should Ottawa Do?

• As “guardian” of the Canada Health Act principles, 
Ottawa is caught in a vise:
– Can’t move strongly in Quebec due to political situation 

there
– Major risks in re-opening the Act to update the CHA 

principles.
– Has already invested heavily in promoting primary care 

reform and wait list management (where it has no direct 
jurisdiction)

– Alberta has so far shown capacity to innovate without 
breaking the CHA – but is planning more changes

– What would you do?
(My docs:\2006 speeches)
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Annex: Private Insurance
Some considerations:
1. Insurers prefer to insure healthy people, will refuse coverage 

to those with diagnosis of illness.
2. Insurance principle is to pay in advance to avoid risk

– How do we know what kind of treatment to insure against 
when we are 30 or 40?

– By age 60, insurance is very expensive.
3. Insurance risk pools require a mix of healthy and less healthy 

people to be profitable.
– Who will choose to buy insurance when there is already 

comprehensive coverage available to all?  It is not cheap.
– In the US, insurance costs $3-5,000 per month.  Many 

forced to live without insurance.
4. If private insurance is to work, insurers need a supply of 

private doctors, nurses, hospitals, etc.  Will they buy from 
the public system?  Or will they steal professionals and build 
new hospitals?
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For additional information:
http://www.cprn.org

e-mail:  info@cprn.org

Join our weekly news service:
http://e-network.ca

Docs 41739/41747


